[Value of focused critical ultrasound in the treatment of critical patients in Lushan earthquake].
To explore the value of focused critical ultrasound in the treatment of critical patients in Lushan earthquake. The utilization of bedside ultrasound and its effects on the treatment of critical patients in Lushan earthquake were retrospectively analyzed. After brief training of resident doctors, bedside ultrasound was performed for 107 sessions. And 97 sessions (90.7%) of ultrasound exams were valuable for diagnosis and treatment. The exams included hemodynamic monitoring for 44 sessions and bedside lung ultrasound for 58 sessions. In hemodynamic monitoring, after heart function estimation, fluid resuscitation was restarted in 8 cases (8/44, 18.2%) and terminated in 2 cases to control risks. False estimate of volume by clinical experience were 8 sessions (8/44, 18.2%). And corrections were made after ultrasound exams. A total of 18 cases (18/44, 40.9%) of hemodynamic treatments improved with the help of focused critical ultrasound. Bedside lung ultrasound was performed to monitor the change of lung water in fluid resuscitation 6 sessions and guide the pleural fluid drainage and lung recruitment before weaning 17 sessions; the BLUE-plus lung ultrasound protocol was performed for 32 sessions. And 24 cases of lung consolidation and atelectasis were found. Chest physiotherapy was then performed. The focused critical ultrasound exam was also performed to locate thrombus, biliary infection and intracranial infection, etc. Focused critical ultrasound can provide reliable clinical information to reduce unnecessary examination and optimize therapies for Lushan earthquake victims.